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in the six years they worked together, beethoven wrote more than 20 pieces for neuner, including the first two piano sonatas, the first two violin concertos, and the
first of his five piano sonatas. the two men parted ways in 1824, when neuner turned 19 and left the family home to become a businessman in vienna, and
beethoven spent the next seven years composing. in 1828, beethoven was hired as a teacher and conductor at the prince lichnowsky academy of music, where he
met the 14-year-old franz schubert, who had come to study composition. schubert and beethoven became friends, and the two spent the next 15 years together.
at this time, beethoven was at the height of his career, having just finished composing his first opera, der freischutz, and beginning to compose his most famous
works: the "eroica" sonata, the "moonlight" sonata, and the "pastoral" and "waldstein" piano sonatas. he was also working on the "appassionata" and "emperor"
piano sonatas. all told, the "eroica" sonata and the "waldstein" piano sonata are among the most important and influential of all classical piano compositions. from
time to time, beethoven would stop by the prince lichnowsky academy of music to speak with his former student, and a violinist, ignaz schuppanzigh, would play
for him. schuppanzigh, who was 34 at the time, would also visit schubert in his apartment in vienna to play his compositions and study with him. in 1829,
schuppanzigh told his father that schubert had attempted suicide, and that schubert had confided to him that he was unhappy with his life as a musician in vienna,
and wanted to move to italy. schubert's depressed state of mind would put him at great risk for suicide. schuppanzigh's father, however, did not want him to leave
vienna.
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they put the brown, gray and white strands through a number of imaging, dna, chemical, forensic and toxicology tests. there was no trace of morphine, mercury or
arsenic but there was an abnormally elevated lead level, potentially indicating chronic lead poisoning, which could have caused beethovens deafness, even though
it does not explain his multiple other disorders. further studies suggest he probably drank from a goblet containing lead. it should also be noted that wine of that

era often contained lead as a sweetener. the first week of december will have the most days of blue for southern california. but it's not just the sky that's blue. the
leaves have really turned color, too. i think most of us have some memory of how the leaves were starting to change a few months ago. and now they're just about

done. this means that the santa ana winds are really going to start up next week and bring us the first big rain of the year, which will be followed by a few more
rains and finally the first snow of the season. yiruma, love scene full album zip i'm a huge fan of elevating people's expectations before the surprise, like when the
three stars from mean girls show up. that kind of thing is a great way to make people feel like, "oh my gosh, i've been really looking forward to this!" and then you
blow their minds when they walk in. it's also a way to keep people interested and excited, and also to ensure that they're not expecting something to be different.

you don't want it to be so different that people aren't able to experience the surprise. 5ec8ef588b
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